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ABSTRACT

Although residential "white flight" from large centrli.citied is

hardly a new phenomenon, its cumulative adverse impact on the residual
A I

population has led policy makers to be wary of instituting programs which

will further exacerbate the process. Recent policy debates have evolved

over the question whether white city-to-suburb movement is affected more

significantly.by racial]'rmotivated causes on the one hand, or by the

general economic and ecological conditions in the &tty on the other. The

present study assesses a number of previously suggested racial and non-

racial factors as,"pushes" and "pulls" for 1965 to 70 white city-to-suburb

Movement streams in thirty -nine. large SMSAs. Utiliiing a two-stage mods].

8f mobility, this analysis suggests that most factors, both racial and
1

nonracial, affect white 'flight less through the decision to move,.than

through the choice of destination. Fiscal and ecological features of the

metropolitan area are demonstrated to be just as important as racial

actors in the explanation. Finally, a path model is constructed which

shows that the greater level of flight exhibited inn Southern cities is :
a

°

Only marginally explained by'racial causes.

a
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Central City White Flight: Racial and Nonracial Causes

The residential "flight" of whites from large central cities to

their' expansive suburbs and the adv11rse consequences this movement hap,

had on remaining city:residentrare not particularly new phenomena.

Shortly after white suburbanization peaks in the 1950s, Godzins in a
,(

perspective essay noted:

Almost nothing is being done today to meet what is likely to
be the nation's most pressing social problem tomorrow. The
prohlem can be simply stated in all its bleakness: many
central cities of the great metropolitan areas of the United
States are fast becoming lower class; largely Negro slums____J
(Grodzins, 1958, p. 1).

Since that time, evidence ha tended to confirm that the cumulative

redistribution of white residences and jobs out of the urban center has

led to a lower quality of life for the minorities and poor left stranded
a

in the core (Kain, 1968; National Advisory %ommission on Civil Disorders,

1968) as well as-to fiscal crises for many central-city governments

(Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 1973).--Although

various public policy measurel have effected modest gains in"improvini

the living conditions ofthe urban pobr (deLeeuw et al., 197e0, one can

hardly be complacent when 1973 figures show that 64 percent of the

metropolitan poor live in central cities, and 50 percent of these live

in low income neighborhoods (U.S. Bureau of the CensUs, 1975). According

to many egperts, thefiscal crisis in city governments has not yet

reached its peak, particularly in older metropolitan areas (Pettengili

and Uppal,-1974; Peterson, 19764.1 At present, the 'residents of finan-

cially strapped cities are faced with prospects of increased taxes,

'o
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lower levels of service and for those dependent on local government jobs,

, higher unemployment. Recent trends toward diminished federal cantri,
.

butions to the%cityls plight portend a bleak future.

In light of this situation, -it becomes apparent thatAen6a1 cities

can ill afford to sustain further reductions in their nonpoor, non-._

minority populationts. It is small wonder then that various pdlicy

p roposals aimed at lowe4.ng unemployment or achieving greater racial

equality are carefully ev4Kuated according to their potential impact on

further white flight. The ghetto enrichment strategy spawned by the

Kerner Commitsion.report has been held.up to such scrutiny (Kain, 1469;

9 r * ,

Harrison, 1974). More recently, the implications of enforced sc '01

.detsegregation policies upon white flight have become the focus o debate

(Coleman et al., 1975; Farley, 4976a; Orfield', 1976;,Pettigrew and Green,

. 1976a*, 1976b; Coleman, 1976).

In such debates, .conventional wisdoms often get subselituted..for

c, empirical vidence4 One such conventional wisdom suggests that current

white. flight is still influenced by racidl motivations (assuming, of
4

cpqrse, thatt h.ad been during the'1950s) and that policies which would

,increase either the numbers or level of integration of blackg withO the

city would lead to a further loss of whites. Anofher explanation

,

- suggests that present flight to .the suburbs is merely a continuation of.

the metropolitan community'i natural expanglon process which includes
-

disper sion of-t.oth jobs and housing.. Giv*dh,the relatively static,

.-boUndarie .of the oentrarCity,moNiements'af 4Onpoor individuals toward
-

greater housing and job 'Opportunities in Oe'subutbs have. led to even,
--41k e.

further deterioration of the economic and envIronmentai conditions
s:

.
'1.
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0 within the city political unit. Each explanation implies different

"flight" consequences for proposed policies, leaving both proponents

and critics of any po]4cy free to emilsace the explanation which best .

'supports t eir aus . Unfortunately for urban analysts, no empirical

study-has yet been undertaken which disentangled competing racial,and

nonra 1 explanations suburbof white city-tuburb mobility using recent

;data. That is the purpose of the present investigation.

/ ,

1. WHITE FLIGHT: BACKGROUND AND flimmic,

4

White Flight: Postwar and Present

''

A reasonable case can be made that the suburban flight of whites

which occu5>ed-immediately after World War II resulted in part from

:racial motivations; There is general "agreement that the unprecedented

levels of postwar suburbanization were mitigated by a unique, set of

.

economic and demographic circumstanceswhich produced a heightened demand

for housing, matched later'by- increased rates of subUrban construction

44-

(Duncan, 1962; Glenn,-1973). However,.,availabl evidence also suggests

that racially motivated movement patterns and dis riminatory housing"

practices, when superimposed upon market forces of thp period, ser y4a
4

to exacerbate the selective mobility cif whites'to the suburbs., A °

facilitating factor in this./regard

'

migration from the ru ?al South to orthern'cities which took place in

the 1940s (Hamilton, 1964). The large numbers of black in-migrants 4
_

'

e Substantial increlse in; black

exerted even greater, pressures on an alrIady tight wartime housing

,:

1.
,..

. ".'
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maNket, and their relegation to exclusively black neighborkoods oontrib-

'uted t ito-further piling up in these areas.

fter the war; the increased availability of suburban housing per-

mitted fn oltward movement of central city whites as wellas an expansion

of blacks into previously white neighborhoods. Linkages between these

two procesies for cities which had undergone,both black increases and

white decrease's in population are suggested in the Taeuber and Taeuber

(1965) study. Their data document a fairly systematic racial transition

rocess wherein affected city neighborhoOds expeAenced both black popl-

.
lation increases(and white decrea6es. Newly invaded neighborhoods tended

to be middle class in character, and thq black "invaders" were often

higher in status than resident whites. An analysis of vacancy patterns

and white resident characteristics suggests that tHe.suburbanward,

movement of,high status whites came disproportionately from invaded and

partially black neighborhoods rather than.all white areas of the city.

Although these dAa do not indicate the existence of a widespread

racially in4uced flight consistent with common,conceptions of neighbor-

-hood tipping or "blockbusting," a subtle racial effect.is suggested. .

The high level of mobility on the part of whites could be attributed'

latgely to a pent up housing, demand rather than a response to black

in-migration. HqpeVer, the overwhelming selection of all white desti-

nation neighborhoods-.-located primarily in the suburbg=-by these mover's

can lie viewed as a diperimihatoty process. As the Kerner Commission

*

put it:

"Massive transition" requires no.panic or flight by the
original white' residents of a neighborhood into which Negroes

begin moving. All it requires is the, failure or refusal f

/

sn
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othelc whites to fill, the vacancies resulting from normal

turnover . (National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders,

f. 1968, p. 245).

Since both market and nonmarket discriminatory practices effectively

guaranteed all-white neighborhoods in the suburbs to movers, an undeter-

minable portion''of white.postwar suburb.anization can be attributed ta
1

racial motivation§ an ehe part, of individual movers and to more pervasive

discriminatory houling liolicids on the pare of bb,th public and Private.

agencies.
1

(Despite thescontinuing persistence of neighborhood residential

segregation and increases in Ole proportiOn(of city 'blacks through the

1960s (S$rensen et al 1975;1 Schnore et al, 1976), it is not likely

that recent white out-movement from large ceWal cities is as heavily

influenced by interracial housing-dynamics'as had been the case in the

1950s. To begin with, the unique housing market situation which facili-

tated widespread racial transition during the
posetwar

period has not been

sikirepeated in large central cities'. Second, the.nat re of black migration
a

tlas changed dramatically, Since 1960, black-redipient cities have '

experienced lower levels of black net in-movement, greater diversity of

origins among in-migrant/4 and nigher' status selectivity among in- migrants

from all origins than in the 1940s arfd 1950s (Farley, 1976b; Manpower

Report of the President, 1974). These trends tend to slow the pace of

neighborhood transition and decrease the status. disparity between black

and white city residents. Third, there'has been a change ln white atti-

tudes toward racial residential integratibn. According to recent

.1
surveys, a majority of whites now endorse such integration at least in

principle (Pettigrew, 1973; Hermalin-and Farley, 1973). Yinally, as a

9
a
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result of continuing suburbanization over.the past three decades, A major

portion, of metropolitan whites have already been relocated'into highly
. .

segregated..suburban communities leaving behind those who either prefer a
/'

city residence or are unable t8 affordthe move.
2

,It is,conceivable that

'

--'t4mpts to desegregate central city Schools could-provide a motivation
,

f4suburban'aight similar to that generated by the neighborhood transi-

tiit
on ptocess. However, the overall impact of such movement is likely to

0

be minilmal if only because of the limited subpopulation affected (i.e.,

-city whites'withschool age chiken in pqblic schools). Furthermore,'

school induced flight, unlike the Widespread residentially induced flight

of the 1950S, is not tied to,community housing market mechanisms which

influence population redistr4ution patterns.
q

A strong argument can be made that current white flight is largely

a respodse to deteriorating economic and environmental Conditions within,
.

central cities. These deteriorating conditiontreflect an increased

isolation of the political Central city from activities and resources in

the larger metropolitan community; the cumulative res.ult of population,

housing.and emplOyment expansion outside the city lim is into a frag-
,

mented suburban political structure (Zimmer, 1975). In.the process, the

central city has effectively been stripped of the metropolitan area's

tiiih income population and a good 461 of its industrial tax base.' At
, .

the same time, it is obliged to provide a host of nonresidential services

f

eir which benefit workers, shoppers and visitors who xeside in the suburbs,
. .

and tO\eater as .well to the special needS of t a large poor and disadvan-

S
taged population within its own bOundarises, (Hirsch,' 1971). In contras

f.

suburban jurisdictions are primarily dispensers,of.residential services

O
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(Rost notably, education), serve theneeds qi% more middle class pop ula-
s

tibn, and can therefore impose less severe demands on their taxpayers,
t.

who are generally better off gn an income per capita basisthan:city tax-
,

payers. Intergovernmental transfers have served 10 moderate city-suburb

'disparitieg to some extent but far fr m completely (Advisory Commission

1*
on Intergovernmental Relations, /9732 Appendix B). Moreover, almost every

.

attempt at city annexation or ,government reorganization within affected
f

metropolitan areas has met strong. opposition from suburban communities

Nan.

(Zimmer, 1976)..

The implidations of this city-suburb disparity for residential
1

. .

movement are clear. City residents of. the most severely affec.ted...areas

are being asked t'opay higher taxes both'oth On-a per capita basis, .and as a

share of total income Shan are their contempordries in the suburbs. They

are not likely to receive proportionatety better services in return, and,

in fact, can be virtually assured of lower quality schools and higher

.rates.of crime than suburbaniresidents (Petersen, 1976). It i% likely,

therefore, that the increased out-of-Tocket costs and deteriorating

environmental cogplitibro kssociated with residence in financially plagued

('
cities will provide

a

additional impetus for suburbanwarl move5Ont. ,

, . .

S

Support for this'assertiori is providectin a comparative study of white
. ,.

population distributions for eighty-seve large metropolitan areaS.
4

. . '
.

.
, 1 ,

. Furthermore, city-suburb dispa0.ttes besides those, connected to the

s

natural expansion of the metropolitan commumity.haire effected an aggre-

gate relocation of emplOyment opportunities out Of. the central core

, 1970): In the period from 1960-70,..deCentralizatiom has been

particularly selective of blue collar employment (Kasarda, 1,976).

11 .

464
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Since proximity to workplace has been shown to bear some relation to

residential locatJon (Kain, 1965; Guest, 1970, the recent redistribution
. .

of employment opportunities may well induce further residentiakledistri-"

ir .

hution of blue collar whites alb\previously lived and worktd in the
t--- c---. -

5 . ., .

'.7 . ,

central city. %

Hypotheses,

This investigation attempts to clarify the ,relative roles of various

racial and nonracial factors in the:current suburbanward Mov&mtpt of

'

central cfty Whites in order to provide useftil information for the

evaluation of proposed public policies. In particular, we are interested

, in juxtaposing racially induced flight effects with those that are
.

. . ,

associated with overall central city decline. Findings in1this study are:
. - '

_ d .

based on a comparative analysis of appropriate movement streams for

' ° 6 ',.
thirty-ntne.large metropolitan areas reported in the'1970 U.S.;Cengus.

s .
1'

For the purpose of analysis, .we are by,two underlying hypotheses.
. .

1Ftht, we expect that current white flight from the central city can
,

ri
N.

.

be-explained to a greater xtent by nonracial economic and ecological

factors thanoby those irectly related to race. 'As- discussed above',
, " .

,-4---'
.

significant changes in the immediate postwar years in 1) the hotAing,

. . L ,

market; 2) the nature of black migration; 3) white attitudes toward >
.

s

racial integration; and 4 ) the characterigtics a 'central cit,y. residents,
.1 ..----"'

. . ,

'point to a diminishing racial effect on'white suburbanward movement levels..
, ,,... ,

More immediate causes okl flight from today's central cities ar& apt to

. . ..,

be ',inked tb the deteriorating economic and environmental*conditions in'

; 6- .

s. . the urban core ,and to the broader ecgkogical dev elopments of the
.- . 4

'
..

s "'<

12 .
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metropolitan area. This position is suppofted by aggregate post-1960
.

41

statistics which indicate a continerg suburbanization of Central city

,

.
,

. , 4
.

whites despite a sharp cur ilment of black in-Migration from i950 levels

(tong, 1975; Teuber, 1972).

Our second hypothesis colicetns the term "flight" as a characteiiza-
.

. -

tion of the movement, Previous studies of rdaidential.mdbility indicate ,

that there 'are a variety, offactors responsible for' precipitating a lcical'

-. move., and further, that these factors tend to coincide with major life

cycle stages of the household (Rossi? 1955; Butler et al.,-1969'; Goodman-c-
.

1974). It isth refore reasonable to conclude that any selective white

movement out of the increasingly black central cities takes place as

.

part of the destination'SelecAon'process after the decision to move is

made.' This view of white residential movement has been given support in
.1

. . .

the neighborhood racial:transition literature discussed above, and it can

hardly be characterized as flight. hence, we anticipate that racial

.

influences on cit -to- suburb movementito the extent they exist, will
. t

.. .
.

operate primarily intKe destination selection process.

The test of, the, first hypothesis will:provide an overall evaluation

of racial versus nonracial effects on white city-to-suburb movement
/

levels: whereas the test of the second will.give'in'SIghts into hbw,these

, '-

effects are transmitted. iconfiimation of the second hypothesis.nd not
.

.

the first wdad_imply that the'Implementation'of racially sensitive
,

. .

policies will not evoke an immediatesuburbanward-flight but'that the

- .

consequences for such policies would be more gradual and long

term. A confirmation of both hypotheses should serve to moderato those
r 4

arguments which suggest th4t racial `influences significantly rein-

current levels of white city7to-suburb movement.

..0
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2 . , THE, MODEL

To ev aluate causes of white flightlin terms of the hypotheses

raised; we employ a general model of intra-urban residential mobility

which we have used elsewhere (Frey, 1976; 1977). The model is based on

.

the assumption that individual movement can be viewed as the outcome of
4.04;

two distinct stages: (1) the decision to move and(2) the choice of

destination. Although more elaborate conceptions of the residential

4

mobility.process have been advanced (Brown and Moore, 1970; Speareket al.,

1975), this decomPositionlpito two separate stages has been an effective

.

analytic device, in a national study..of moving behavior which found that

different sets of explanatory factors can be related to each stage

,(Butler et al., 1969). -Moreover, the two-stage, analysis is superior to

1

one which treats.mobiliY-1"rumian origin to a destination as a single

event since the former allows identification of causal factors at k,each 1,4 ,

stage and permits the researcher to analytically separate "pushes".from

"pulls." re.
\

The aggregate-level counterpart to the individual two-stage mobility

.Mockel suggests: firt, that 'within a geographically limited population
e

(e:g., central city, a pool of'movers will evolve in.the course of a
)4

time interval; and second, that some proporticin of thgse-moverawill

select a destination outside the geographically' limited area (e.g., . .

suburb destination). It is.possible, therefore, for different.commtinity-

level factors to be associated with the size of e mover pool--or the

incidence of mobility among residents in the community- -than are associ-

ated with the propensity of movers to select a destination outside the

community. This distinctiOn is important for, testing outs second

14
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pothesis that racial factors will be less apt to motiyate mobility

p

city whites.

se than influence the selection of suburban destinations for central

In this study, we utilize data from the 1970 Census Subject Report!,_

_Mobility in Metropolitan Area's (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973a) for'

. white (nonblack) residents in each o

Metropolitan Statistical Areas) who

theiSe SMSAs in 1965 and (2) resided

The Census' report allows us to ident

4

1965 to 70 city-to-suburb mobility s

In terms of component rates:

4

Mobility Incidence Rate (MI) =

f thirty-nine large SMSAs (Standard

(1) resided in the central cities of

anywhere in the same SMSA in 1970.
7

4
ify for each SMSA, both stages in the

tream which we define, respectively,

(1965 .city residents who moved
residentially 1965-7.0),

(1965 citTresidents)

Suburban Propensity Rate (SP)
(1965-70 city-to-suburb moer.61

,=
(1965 city residents who movh

residentially 1965-70)

Since we define

. City-to-Suburb Mobility Rate (CSM) -
(1965770 city-to-suburb movers),

(1965 city residents). .

the following relationships are evident:

CSM = MI x SP

ln'CSM = In 'ma + In SP

As we demonstrate below, the latter additive relationship is.useiul

attributing causal factors to city-to-suburb mobility through each of

the two.stages, in a path analysis Duzican, 1921, p. 126).
.

One further refinement needs to be made in our analytic model: an

adjustment for the relative proportion 'Of the SMSA population which

*resides outside the central city. In our-comparisons of MI, SP, and CSM

'

tA
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i.

`rates among thirty:nine SMSAs, it should come as no surprise that somewhat
.

of a tautalogical relations exists betty en the siurb/SMSA populatio4

ratio and ti'l'e suburban pro ensity.rate of ral city moveis.
8

This.
..M

ratio in effect serves as a dude proxy for the proportion of SMSA desti-

nation opportunities that exist in the sub . Because the purpose of
,

this study is directed to evaluating the relative effects of varioup

social and economic explanations for mobility, it is desirable to control

for this relationship.. We thereforecompute an adjusted suburban

propensity rate (SP') which is defined as:
/.

SP' -
(SP) ' x

(*suburb population 1965

SMSA population,(965)

where = mean value of the 1965 suburb/SMSA
population ratio/for'the thiity-nine SMSAs.

s

Finally,'sinc the city -to- suburb mobility rate- is defined .as the

product of the mobility incidence and destination propensity rates,

adjuste c - uburb mobility rate (ay) is computed such that:

Malang use

natural log of t

CSM' = MI x

In CSM'' = ln MI +.1n SP'
1, ,

the additive relationship, we have regressed the

adjusted city-to-suburb'mobilityrrate on in two

component states for the thirty-nine SMSAs in the sample and have

obtained the following standardized regression coefficients:-

ln CSM' = +343.1n MI7 +:.741 ln SP' .(1)

The R
2
for.che rigressibn is 11:00 becaus,e,.of course; -the relation'is

completely determined. Of greater substantive interest is the much

larger, coefficient associated with the suburban propensity stage of the
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P/mobil' Y procesi than that associated with mobility incidence.' This
A

13

- ,

finding consistent with our second hypothesis sinceit assumes that

factors which determine Whether or mit a move will take place tend to be
.

fairly uniform across communities,whereas those city4specific factors

which ,ten to exert the greatest influence on overall city-to-suburb

movement primarily affect the destination selection stage of the process.

.0 This assertion, as well as our first hypothesis regarding the relative

effects of racial and nonracial cAuses,is tested below.

The strategy will be, first, to.assesa separately the causes of

mobility incidence and suburban propensit3, andlLecond, to relate them

to city-to-suburb mobility through the use of a path model. Before

proceeding with, the analysis, we shall define and present a brief

rationale for eath,racial and nonracial causal factor to be evaluated.

)

Racial Causal Factors

The three racial factors-that will Tie assessed are: (1)Ipercent of

the central city OoPulation wl A is black; (2) a dummy variable indi-

cating that central city schools have, undergone significant desegregation;

.

and (3) prevalence of racial disturbances in the late 1960s. The first

Of these variablesimeasurea the racial composition of tbe central city

and represents the relative degree of black contact that central city

whites experience.
9

As we discuised earlier, research on neighBOrhood

racial trAnhitio4 in the 1950s as well as the prevailing conventional

wisdom suggest a positive relationship between percent city-black and

'white flight.
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In addition lo the city's black composition, we consider 647Q racial

factors which emerged in the late 1960s and may be related to the current

*

out-movement of whites.- Each is also relevant to recent public policy

debates.' The impOrtance of desegregation in the pUblic schools for white
, -

flight froth the Central city is suggested in thestudy by Coleman et al.
.

(1975). The resuIts of that study suggest that .white school enrollment

.,1
losses have be 'associated /ith school desegregatiOn over the period from

1968 to 7,3 for.seietted central city school districts. 0ther'studies

using similar data but for different universes of pupils and districts

reveal findings to the contrary (see Pettigrew and Green, 1976a). To the

extent that desegregation induced white enrollment losses, are reflected

in selec'tive.city-to-suburb residential movement, a positive relationship

is expected between the dummy school desegregation variable and white

flight. .

'

The final racial facIlar measures the prevalence of racial disorders

id a city during'the late 1960s Although scattered racial riots( and

disorders haveqccurred inearlier periods, the Kerner Commission has

chosen to view these disorders from a nationaLperspective, attributing

a number df,contributing ingredients to a more pervasive "white racism"

which has been developing 'in our-cities since the end of World War II.

Spiierman tested A range of hypotheses in an-attempt to account for the

4, "."
. 100sion of racial disorders and.concluded that .the latter were

"responses to frustrations which are uniformly felt by Negroes;

a
irrespective of their community_ situations" (Spilerman, 1970, p. 627).

Although an.explanation of the riots does not seem to lie with community-

specificcauses, riot-prone communities have experienced negative effects

rw
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including: recurring disorders, increased distrust between blacks and

whites, less interracial communication and the growth of white'segre-

gationist or black separatist groups (National Advisory Commission'on

Civil Disorders, 1968, p. 151). Increased suburbanward flight may

represent another response to the prevalence of racial disorders in a

1(51

city. Such a response would be signific t for future movement patterns

in"ghAto-rldden cities since according o the Kerner cdftmission, a possi-

---" - -1.
1ble consequence of accelerating aid programs to urban ghettos may be

<

short term increases in disorder activity resulting from the unfulfilled

expectations of program recipients.

Definitions and data sources for the racial causal factors are as

follows:

0

Percent City Black (BLK): Percent of total 1965 population which was
black.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973b (1965 totals were
averaged from 1960 and 1970 totals)`,

School Desegregation (DSG): Dummy variable based on a 1968-72 increase
in the'index of dissimilarity computed in both years for black,

eleTentary school students across scbools within
tfie central ciit514disfrict. 1 = an increaseof 10 or more on the
index;, 0 = an, increase of less than 10 or dedrease on the index.

. Source: .U.S.'dffrce.of Civil Rights, 1970, 1974.10

Incidence bf Racial Disturbances (DST): The number of spontaneous
outbreaks

;
characterized primarily by Negro aggression which

.

took piece in the city between 1965-68, per 100,000 central
city population, 1965.
Source: Lemberg Center for the Study Of Violence, 1968a,
1968b; Congrilsional Quarterly Service, 1967; The New York
Titres Index.

nracial Causal Factors

The'seven nonracial causal fadtors considered here0all into three
0

general categories which, represent (1) the relative decllhe of the

t.
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'central city rft relation to the broader Metropolitan area; (2) the recency

of suburban development; and (3) compositional attributes of the central
s.

city. whith affect overall mobility incidence levels.

Although the overall decline of the tentral city relative to its

suburbs can be translated into a number of social and economic dimensions,

4
we concentrate her on four variables which previous research suggests may

directly increase white out-movement from the city. Two of these--the

suburb /-city Oktio of taxes per capita and' the suburb/city ratio of

education expenditures per capita- -are fiscal considerations which

potential movers can Assess in dollars-and-cents terms. Since metro-

politan areas differ in the degree to which local sources contribute to

overall revenue and expenditures levels, our measures include total tax

and education expenditures attributable to local and nonlocal levels, in

,,order to facilitate cross-metropolitan comparisons. As noted in the

earlier discussion,°tax rates per capita are generaoloa higher in the

1). . .

central city, AmonA the thirty-nine metropolitan areas in the study,

thirty-six have suburb/city tax ratios which are less than 1.00. A

negative relationship is therefore expected between this ratio and

central city flight.'
1.

The quality of a community's school system proVides a'Orticular

attraction for households with children. According to the Butler et al.

(1969) residential preference survey, 78 percent all respondents

favored an above average school, system with high than average taxes

as opposed to below' average schools with lower taxes. The importance

of this factor for local mobility dynamics is suggested in Long (1972)

analysis which' demonstrates thae"of.all families with children, mobility

20
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rates are'highest among those whose children have not yet reacheli school

age. In this study We use a ratio of per capita education expenditures

in order to measure the relative qualities of suburb vers s city school

/1systems.
1
2 Although states differ in the ways pducatio 1 expenditures

generallyare allocated among communities, 'suburbs generally have more favorable
.3

tax bases and-can funnel more of their revenues into education eiliNn can

-

central cities. A'positive relationship is expected between the, suburb/
" .

city perArapita education expense ratio and white out-movement from the

city,

The 'level of crime in the urban core represents another potential

impetus for out-movement from declining central cities. Due to-past

suburbatization and fixgd politiCal boundaries, these cities house dis-

numbers
.

proportionate of'those subgroups subject to high arrest and.*
k

a .
victimization rates (President's ComMission on Law Enforcement andJ'
Administration of Juqice,*1967). Moreover, there exist's a positive

relationship between the crimelfate of the central city and the size of -

its suburban pOpulatien.
13

Despite the'commonly held view whiich suggests
t,,

,- t. j
that an increased perep,tiot crimecr will lead to oLiirther flight of city

,

.._

residents, at leas'./- two studies have'suggest,id the contrary (Droetpoom
1

,
'. '.

et Al., 1971; Guterbock 1916) . In. particular, the DroettbooM et al.

findings show that moves associated with -the'perception of criMe.are'

"1.

undertaken to a greater extent by low income illdividuals and are more.
.. ,

,. .

likely to regult'in a withih-city, relocation rather
..

than a sOurban
. ' )

4
.

destination.., The commonly held view will be.tested again here witha l
-..

.
4 6 .

positive relationship expected between the'central city crime rate and

A

white suburbanward Movement.

21
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.

.One further element of central city,decline that may affect white-
.

flight elates to the suburban relocation and expansion of employment,'
o

Jr

ities. As mentioned above, the recent employment'diapersal has
-

'V .

0

been selective of blue collar jobs and should disproportionately affect
. ,

. central city residents. To the extent that affecte0yorkers-are'unable
s . 1,

tt
to locate alternative city jobs, two responses (in addiion to uneirploy,-

i

ment) are possible: increasing rates of-"reverse cixy-to-suburb
. %. . d

...sr :'

commuting and increasing rates of city-to-suburb residential mobility. .D

. 4.

Aggregate Work-residence patterns for,the decade Arom:196d to 70 suggest
.. ,

that both responses were prevalent for central city whites during, fhe

'period. (Guest, 1975a; ..asarda, 1976). However, the r.e.gideht11.1 mobility

literature provides minced evidence iegardingithe immeOfiee impact of

employment relocation on local mobility decisions (Gordstein'and M

(196.4; Lansing et al.., 1964; 'Guest, 1975b). In .this study-we shall

the percent bf city workers who commute tkthei.suburi,i as a proxy for '

recent jot4decentralization and examine its posited direct ,relationship

`,with white movement to the suburbs.

The four causal factors just presented have been advanced'as

mobility deterMinants-10 those declining central cities which' have become

A major focus-in the recent discussions of urban policy anal), is

(Sternlieb and Hughes, 1975; Gorham and Glazer, 1976). Theoe Aittn

generally be characterized as older cities with high population densi-
t.

ties,vdisproportionately located in the Northeast or North'-Central

C regions, stagnating in economic growth,- .decentralizing in Population

..'
. .. . ,

. since early in, the century and undergoing actual dentwal city -population

''' % ,

. -

.

,

losses since
i,

e 1950. -IA contrast to...tbele, there exists_ a num er of Snore
4

2 2..
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recently developed, low density, growing metropolitan areas. These are
T

located largely in the West and South, and by virtue of their later

de velopment and. ability to annex 'territory 'to thd:political city"

. 6

boundaries', ha ile managed to iower, both poptlationi compos/klon and' fiscal
4

I

.
disparities between their

t
central cities and suArbs (Schnore 9nd : -.

--'e..N\
Winsborough, 1972.;.Guest, 1972; Kaufman and Schnove, 1975; Petersen, 1976).

The high level of,..suburban growth displayed by these areas in the po se-1950

period more accurately approximates the natural expansion at the city

periphery which the now declining areas experienced decades ago. Althotgh

the present study is directed toward identifying mobility determinants in
0

-declinin cities, it is necessary to include a."controlujor the mobility'

patterns newly developing metropolitan areas in the analysis that

follows. We label this dditionlal nonracial factor, postwar subUban

development, and ope onalize it as the percentage of suburban dwelling

units which havebeen built since 1950. ,

Finally, we consider two compositional attributeenf central cities

which we expectto account for most of the variation across cities in

'the mobility'incidence component of our model. These are: (1) percent
I

of white city residents in highly mobile age groups and (2) the proportion'

of'owned homes in the central city. The relationship of reside ial

mobi
.40

.

incidence to both age and housing tenurejs well docupen ed for

individual households.(Speare, 1970; Goodman, 1974) r It is anticipated,

therefore, that the size of a central city's4Apver pool will be dependent

on its gte and housing composition.
.

Definitions and data sources for the nonracial causal factors are

. as folfows:
14

1
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i

6 ./

Suburb /City Educational Expenditures Per Capita (EDX): Fa f 1970

Suburban Educational Expenditures yell Capita tb 1 Central

City Educational, E ditures Per .Capita. -./1

SOurce:', Advisory Commission on Intergovernmenta elationd,

.1973, Appendix S. t.. ..

Suburb/City Tax Reirenues Per. Capita (TAX): Ratio, of 1' 0,/suburban'Tax

- Revenues Per Capita to 1970 Central ,City Tax ues Per Capita. .

Source:* Advisory Commission on Intergovernm Relations,

1973, Appendix B. 0 . . ./
. . / a

e 'Crime Rate (CRM): -Number
.

of serious Cring)Irepor
/

n 1970 per 1000
. : ,

/ A central city populatioii, 1970. Serious m s include murdei,

rape, robbery, aggravateii assault, bur ry,/, larceny and autb

1
: 4- _theft.. f,./. ,.7 ,

*,;

Source: -U.S: Bureau of
4
the Census, 73b.-

Pastwar Suburban Development (PSD):4 Perce of 1970-suburban year7

round units in structures built s c 195q. .

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Cens 1973b.
Lt

. *

City --.Sug urb Commuters (CMT).: Iercent o ,1970 central city, residents

reporting a place or work, tha report a suburban workplace.

Source: U.S. Bureau if the Census", 1973c. '

Percent City Ownerg (OWN): Percent of 1970 nonblackoccupied dwelling
units irthe central city which are owner occu/pied.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the -ICensus, 1571.

City-Age Distribution (AGE): Percent ,of the 1970 utnblack central City-

.
population.over age ',5 which waS,in.the 20-,-29 year old age group

in 1965.
, /

Source: U.S. bureau of the Census, 1971a.

Causal Factors .and White Flight

1

To follow the, analysis strategy outlined earlier, 'we shall first
'

( . .

perform separate regressions of.mo ility incidence, and suburban propensity,

'respectively, on various causal faCtors. The regvession equation for
if

mobility incidence on all of the factors yields the following standardized

1-egression coefficients:

4
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In M/ = + .072 BLS +-48DSG + .01"8 DST aur..

1:%.048 EDX - .244 TAX + :046 CRM + .595 PSD . 1(2)

40

+ .395 GMT - .268 OWN + .164 AGE

C
with R

2
= .61.

These findings do not_su

and agg compositions of centre

in cities' levels of mobility incidence for whites since.sizable-C6efficients,

are also displayed for.postwar

. .
pcirtour contention that the homeownership.

1 cities account fnz the bulk of variation

commuting and the relative tax

the large (.595) coefficient

suburban development; the degree of reverse

.
,

burden on city residents. It ia 14ely thaX

sociated with the former variable reflects

not only the attractiveness ofl new suburban housing_as a mobility stimulus,

but othei structural characteiiistilt related to metropolitan areas With

newly developed sub112.5as well. If we interpret this factor as an ecological

variable, it may he po4sible to understaj5its high relationship to'mobility

incidence since central.cities in, newer; growing metropolitan areas are

more likely to be composed of families, residential- 'neighborhoods and

other "suburban" Attributes than are-central cities in older.hreas.

One expectation is borne out by the,results in equation (2), namely,

the inabi racial fee. orsto account for the mobility incidence o

central city whites. This finding seeMs"to discount the characterizat on

of c.Yiite city -to- suburb movement as racially, induced "flight.",'

We turn now to an analysis of the'causes of suburban propensity.

rn the equationJ.elow, suburban propensity is regressed on each-of the

"causal factors withJhe exceptions of homeownership and'age distribution.

The latter are omitted because we advanced no specific hypothes about

25
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,

A"

lh ..
..

their Eelationships to sufiurban propensity: The standaidized regress.ton\/
,

. .

coefficients for the equation are as follows: i

6

'ln SP' = .381 BLK 4- .020 DSG + .089 DST
1)* /

+ .292'EDX - ,/95 TAX-+ .112 CRM,

+ .536 PSD +-.232 CMT
..-

with R
2
.= .63. -

-
Ari examination of the coefficients reveals that metroteilitan.areas With

.

recently developed suburbs have high levels of w4te suburban propensity
);444.-

.

in addition to their,high-levels ofmobility inci4ence noted. above. Next
. 0

in importance is the percentage ofIlacks in the central city followed by
A

both fiscal variables and the level,of reverse commuting. These results

donoTeriitustodismisstheinfenceofraceonthe,subufban destination

choices of white city movers. Yet they indicate that' competing noniacial

economic'and-eQological explanations of,whitq=4ubuTbanward mobility prove

to be at Feast is-important as racial explanatlons.

A more precise view of the relationships between various causal factors,

on the one hand, and city-to-suburb movemnt,on.the.other, can be gained by
. f 4

relat4ngthe standa zed regressioz,coefki-cients in equations (1), (2) and.
.

(3 through model. Although we do not piesent an'actual diagram, o

the model can e conceptualize considering ln'CSM''in equation (1) as ,

the dependent variable, determined'directly by, ln MI and In -SP'. The causal

factor's.BLK,f*, DST, EDX, TAX,,GRMPSD, CMT, OWN, and AGE become the in-
%

dependent variabl's in the model and their relationships to In cgs' are directed
. .

.

through In MI and In SP' in equatiobs (2), and (3): Because In CMS' is Completely
1

etermined by the two intermediate variables, no direct relationships will

. a,

exist between the causal factors and In CMS', or in other words, our model

26
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iforces,all relationships between the causal factors and city-to msulsurb

mobility to operate through mobility, incidence and/or destination pro-

pensity. -In treating the equatiaus as ilart*of a p'ath model; it is possible

to compu&a "total effect" value for each causal factor indicating its

relationship wit.4.,city-to-suburb mobilit. Furthermore, each, total effec't

can be decomposed into that directed through mobility incidence and that

directe through suburban propensity (see Alwin and Hauser, 1975). These

effects have been computed and are presented in Table 1.

We can now return to tIM hypotheses raised at the outset. Our first

expectation was concerned with the relative importance of competing racial

ara nonracial explanations for the city-to-suburb movement of whites., It

has been cur contention that nonracial factors would predomi in the

explanation. The total effect column in,Table 1 proidas.partial support

for this assertion. The largest total...effect can be attributed to the

factor, postwar.suburan development, which we have interpreted assan

ecological factor characteristic of newer, growing cities. However, heavy

oat- movement in.Mhese areas is generally-matched by a substantial in-movement,
m k

So that the large white flight attributed to t is factor- may be less .

41.

'disastrous to affected central cities than tha e data seem to suggest.

Among the remaining factors which have more di ect policy implications for

declining areas; it is evident that percent city black contributes significantly
....--

,

*
. _ .

.

to white flight. Its effect, however, is matched in magnitude by both the

,

suburb/city tax differential and th degree -to which reverse commuting
I .

Lakes place--our proxy measure for the suburbanization of employment.

In the second hypothesit, we expected tt,lit racial factorsT-to the

/I
extent that they influence city-to-subtrb mobility--would operate primarily

,ser
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Table 1 ,

DecomPositiOn of'Effects for Causal- Factors on City-to-Suburb
Mobility through Mobility Incidence and Suburban PrOpensity*

(Based on equations (1) (2) and (3) in text)

,

Causal
Factors

*.Effects Through
Incidence

Effects Through
Propensity Total

Percent City Black .024 .282 .3b6
School Desegregat .009 ..015 .024
Racial Disturbances :006 .066 .072
Suburb/City Ed Exp -.016 .216 .200
Suburb/City Taxes -.083 -.219 -%302
Crime Rate .019 .083 .102
Postwar Suburb-Devlp. .204 .397 . .601
City-Suburb Commuters .135 .172 .307
Percent City Qwr rs -.092 .000 -.092
City Age Distribution .056

.

.000 .056

2

*Cityz:to-StbUrb' Mobility, Mobility Incidence and Suburban Propensity refer,
respectively, to the natural logs of the Adjusted City-to-Suburb Mobility
Rate, the Mobility Incidence Rate and the Adjusted Suburban Propensity Rate'
as defined in the text.

;

4

I ,
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through the destination selection process/of movers. `The first two

!

columns in Table 1 show this clearly to.be the case not onlyfor the

racial factors we considered but also for t4e remainder of the variablei

that were causally linked to both mobility incidence and suburban propensity.

Furthermore, of all the effects difected through mobility incidence, the

jittla44iat are displayed for the three racial factors and the crime rate.

3. SOUTHERN REGION AND WHITE FLIGHT- -,

In the recent debate over white flight precipitants, a question has

been raised regarding the degree to which racial factors influence white

city-to-suburb movement in Southern as opposed to.n6nSouthern cities.

Critics of those analyses which' indicate a relationship between the racial

desegregation of city schools and Wh te school.,enrollMent loss point,OUt

that such findings are based largely on the experierices of Southern citfts,

many of which-had undergone widespread residential suburbanization of whites

in the 1 60s before the onset of school desegregation (Farley, 1976a;

Pettigrew and Green41976a). It is possible, therefore, that the white.

enrollment loss in these areas may representa,continuation of the residential

suburbanization process rather than be direct result of school desegregation.

The data at our disposal 4o not allow us to. evaluate the causes of white

school enrollment loss, bowev6r,.answers to the following questions regard
,

. residential wirite flight may add some insSghts: (1) To what extent are

large Southern cities exp iencing a greater city-to-suburb movement than

those outside the Soutfi ?;,,, 'cl'(2) To what extent is this movement accounted

'for by racial versus nonracial factorgq 1;5.

k

29
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To answer these questions, We extend the caus strectUre*of our

. , ,:,

-,
.

path model to include two new independent variableS, %outiYern region

andcity age. Southern region, the variable of major interest,' is a,

dUmmy variable for which a value of 1.0 is assignedtO all cities in

the Southern region as defined by the Census Bureau. A value of 0.0.,
I

c:\
is_assigned to all. other Cities. City-age is included as a control,';

. . r. _

variable in the analysis since'its relatibnship to population decen-

tralization

.,,
. . .

.

is well ddcumented (Schnore, 1965) and is defined as the

y

number of years between the census year the city first attained a pop-.

ulation of 50,000 and the year 197> BecAise Southern cities are younger

than nonSouthern cities; the inclusion of city age In the analysis will

*provide a are accurate, assessment of Southern reg ion effects on the

variables interest.

As seen igure 1, the causal factors which served as independent

variables tit the p evious model now become the first see of intermediate '

variables, while the factors of mobility incidence and destination

propensity serve again as intermediate variables to In CSI.'. Although

the model.was originally set up to include all of the causal factors,

those paths with standardized regression coefficients of less than .10

were deleted, and the model was recomputed:: In the process, two factorS,

school desegregation and city age distribution, were compiAely elinanated

from -the model.

Althoughwe shall not dwell on the magnitude's of the m paths in)the

model, two'observations are worth noting. First, there'is a moderately
0

large (.235) direct relatinsh.

propensity which is not dire

between Southern region and suburban

hrough the causal factors, This suggests

,that attributes leading to the suburban selectivity of central city whites

I
3.0 . r .
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Southern Region

'City -Aga

.57o

Suburban
Propensity

% City Black

cial Disturbances

Suburb/City Ed Exp

Suburb/City Taxes

8

Pigu? 1

p

\

Path Diagram Relating-Southern Region and City Age "to City -to- Suburb Mobility through Mobility
Incidence, Suburban Propensity and Causal FiAtors. '

'

rime Rate

City-to-Suburb
Mobility

ostwar Suburb Devlp.

City Suburb Commuters

% City Owners

Mobility

- ,401', Incidence

-.249

.593
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in the-South exist which are not considered, in our model. Second, the
'k

impact of the factor.percent city black on suburban prdpensity is signif-...

'icantly diminished when Southern region and city age are included in the

model (.162 in Figure 1 versus .381 in equation (3)),* A more intet4ive

examination of,this difference reveals that percent city black is more , 1

relevanito the explaTtion of suburban propensity in nonSouthern cities.
6

11-ordertto answer the q+stions raised above, we shall again use the

decompOsition of effects technique, this time focusing on the total and

decomposed effects for the Southern region on city-to-subutb mobility.

These effects are presented in Table 2'. The substantial total effect of

.392 provides an answer to the first question, indicating that large

Southern cities do indeed exhibit a higher level of white city-to-suburb

movement than nonSouthern cities, when city age is taken into account.

The decomposition of effects in the third column of Table 2 allows us

to answer the second question regarding.racipl and nonracial aspects of

sofitherh city. -to- suburb movement. As was already noted a substantial

degree of the explanation is not accounted for hy-the c usal factors we

examined (.174 of the total .392 effect). The portion of 2the total effect
1

that is accounted for by the variables in our model is most influenced by

the factor, Postwar suburban development. In.contrast, the racial variable,

percent city black, accounts for considerably less of the explanation

while racial llisturbancei (or lack4of them,since'racial disturbances

were less prominent in Southern cities than in the north) operates to

decrease white suburbanward movement in the South. 'We conclude from

these findings that racial factors have little to do with high levels of

white city-to-suburb movement in Southern cities. This, of course,,

3.3
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Table 2
,

Decomposition of Effects for Southern Region-on City-to-Suburb
Mobifftlyr' throtigh Mobility Incidence, Suburban Propensity

And Causal Factors
(Based on Path Diagram-in Figure 2)

Through/ 14,4..

Southern Region Effects
a,

Not Through
Causal
Factors Inci ence

.

Through
Propensity Total

.4

Through Causal Factors
Percent City Black

.070

.029
.148

j066
.218
.095

Racial Disturbances .000 -,.034 -.034
Suburb/City Ed Exp .000 =.030 r -.030
Suburb/City Taxes .018 .046 .064
,Crime Rate .000 .000 .000
.Postwar Suburb Devlp. .086 .184 .270
City-Suburb Commuters. -.043 - -.084-.-- ...-.127

Percent City Owners -.020 .000' -.020

Not through Causal Factors .000 .174, - .174

Total .070 .322

r
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assumes that those effeCts which Operate outside the causal factor

''.

'our'model are unrelated ,to ra&e.,:-ahe.'Mtlts here also suggest that

d
studies diredted toward evaluating catAses of white school enrollment. /

loss in Southern cities would do well to consider recent residential

.suburbanization'trends in their analyses.

. CONCLUSION .

4,

We began this investigation by adyancing two hypotheses that are,

relevant to understanding both why and how recent city -to- suburb move-

ments of, whitep in large metropolitan areas have taken place.' In the

Pfttt, or "why" hypothesis, we predicted that racially linked city

attributes uch As residential racial composition, the inoidenceof

racial dis rders or an increase in school desegregation would be less .

likely to aAffect the out-movement of whites than attributes which reflect

/

the-social and economic decline in the-central city relative to the

4

suburbs.' .Our findings do not allow,,ns to discount the racial composition

f the central city as a predisposing factor toward white suburbanwafd,4

movement: Nevertheless, we find the mobility of whites to be just as

responsive to city-suburb fiscal disparities - particularly relative

tax levels, and also to the degree to which employment has suburbanized..

4

4

The data also show a substantially greater out-movement okwhitesilrom
. .

/
.

those metropolitan areas where there has b9en considerable postwar suburban

, .
.

development. These, hOweyer, are usually newer end more rapidly growing

4411 A.

,areas with large counterstream movements into the city. that 'tend to balance

out the central city flight.

40
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.111 the second, or "how" hypothesis, it waventi4Pated that racial '--

influences on white city-to-suburb.iobility would operhte primarily
.

through.the,selectividestihation choices of movers rather than through /
.

their decisions to move. our data strongly supported this expectation_
.0

for both racial and nonracial causes. This insight into the dynamics
. -

of intraurban mobility portends some short term optimism for the plight_

of the declini4g. central city. Itsugges thht deteriorating economic

and social conditiohs in the score will not' recipitate a wholesale

evacuation of current residents but will primarily affeat the destina;-

tion selections of the continually-present mover pool which comprises

a fhirly constant,proportion of the total-population of Cities. To the

extent that racial factors proved to btr"fiegligible in explaining the.'
t .

incidence of mobility across SMSAs, we conclude that the term "white
. t

,iflight" is an inhpProptiate description'of the suburbanward'iovement of
------

,

city whites.
. ,

,,

'This study was motivated by recent debates over '!white flight" impacts

. . . , .

of such proposed policies as ghetto enrichment p;rpgrami for. inner Ci*

.
.i...5

....

.

.

minoritles and central'city sche0,---dese,regatiohe hoped to clarify
- t -

.
.

..,
'-ai;.

,
.

the role of racial factors involved in this movement. Although our

first hypothesis was 'tot entirely confirmed, the, findijgs here do not

,

support the view stating that increases it the numbers-or.leVels of..,
,

.... -t . .sr .

integration of Central city blacks will have a-substantiaf.,effect.on

..white ovement. The increasing Aigparity between cities and their . .

.
,..

.4.,

,
.

suburbs in seri/ices offered and taxes levied is

.

likely:re become even 1

more important in the future mobility de4sions-of ce ral-city resident's,,

.

4
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ft%

blacks and whites alike, than was shown during the 1965 to 7p period..

furthermore, any suggestion that induced "flight'.' will be,ay immediate

conuence of the,typen of policies discussed is not given support in

this study.

111Although a positive implication of ,s investigation suggests

that programs aimed at achieving hightr standards of living,and betted

schooling for central city minorities might be implemented without pre-
.

eipitating additional white population losses,,we have uncovered io easy

remedies toward decreasing the ]..evel of white out-movement which is

presently taking f cal crisis in big city government as well
J7s

'04S the subur banization of employment opportunities and residences is

likely to con tinue, particularly in.the already declining central cities

of our older metropolitan areas. There may be some truth to Gorham and

,
Glazer;s

Aleis
than optimistic prognosis that:

The declining cities are going through a period of
natural selection. ,The most likely outcome: some will pill

out, stabilize_ nd even revitalize; others will continue to

weaken and eventually stabilize at a much lower level of

.6."="----activity (Gorham and Glazer, 1976, p. 28).

Given this situation,central'cities will be forced to. look beyond

their own political boundaries to obtain the resources necessary to

° increase theitYttractiveness to, residents and industry.

3'
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Appendix Table 1

Zero-Order Correlations among Causal FaCtors, 39 SMSAs

Percent City_Black. 1.00

2, School Desegregation ,034 1.00

I ' 3. Racial Disturbances -.099' -.054 1.00

4. Suburb/City Ed Exp -.296 -.086 -.023 1.00'

5: SuburbJCity Tixes' 2.208 -.308 -.0517 . .473 1.00
k

6. Crime Rate 09 .024 .052

.030 .32ft -.2707. Potwar Suburb DevIp.

8. -City-Suburb Commuters -.011

9. - Percent City Owners- -.185 '.232 . -.290

10. City Age Distribution -.138 .052 7.29.9

1. 2. 3. '

-.075 .254

38

1
4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

1

-.205

-.016

-.132'

.168

.073

-.249 1.00

-.116 .155 1.00

-.037 -.334 .423 -.109 1.00',4

.259 -.172 ,443 .063 1.00.-

.122 .160 -.135 1.00

i9

1

1
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NOTES O

1Taeuber (1975, p. 840) compiles a list of racially discriminatory

housing activities that have been and continue to be practiced by .public

and private agencies.

.
Aro^

4.,

2
The high degree of tetroptritatrwide.residential segregation is

indicated by 1970 segregation indices computed for central cities of

large metropolitan areas;and the urbanized areas which include both

the central cities antittie highly urbanized suburban fringed (Skensen

et al., 1975). to virtually all Nortfierii and most Souternmetropolitan
1 .

-areas, residential segregation indices are higher for the total urbimized

-46rea than for.thecentral N'a

3
The independent effects of community houding variable'Siare indicated

1.)

in a recent paper by Farley (1976c).which examines school''.district white

elementary student loss resulting from schooljiistrict factors: ..:change

in school segregation and the racial comAsition of schools; and from

community factors:. -availability of.suburban.housing and size Af the
ek.

central city. In,a cross-sectional analysis of ninety-seven central

eity school districts, the findings indicate that schoolracial.composition'

and the two community factors exert significant effects on 1968 to 74

losses in white elementary-school enrollment.-
-

' -. -
q.;

.-

,
4
Eiradford.and Kelejian (1573) _examiried deteirthinanis of the city-

,

. . . -

whitedistribetions for white famillea by class across

eighty:seven*large etropolitan areas in 1960. The findings. showed city-

'suburb rent.and fiscal differentials to be important in the explanation
.- .

for middle and upper class families--and showed race to-be insignificant. ./0,
. .

o k
- .

40
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7

%.?

TN, *

1;

5
The expected increase in white city-to-suburb movement is a coiallary.

of the so called "mismatch hypothesis." Put simply, this hypothesis

suggests that th4 increasing suburbanizatiorr of blue collar jobs and

central city concentration...of .white collar jobs creates a mismatch between

the skill levels of central city residents and available employment-

-
oppoflawitites. A major consequet e oforhis prOcess is expected to be

increased unemployment, for city backs who are effectively barred from
46,

relodhting in a suburban,residence. For blue collar'whites in the city,

a suburbanward move becomes An expensive, but,viable option. Kasarda's
"v.

-(1976 fiDdings support this differential rapial, response to blue collar

1/4

employment suburhanization. (See Harrison, 1974, for a discussion and

critique of the mismatch hypothesis.)

6
Although we are mindful of the fact that population:change is the

net of various mobility and migration streams intaddition to natural.

increase, the focus here is resticted to residential movement from the

central city'to'suburbs of the same SMSA. The emphasis .on this single

streani is consistent with policy makers' concerns over furthdr o t-

movement.pf existing central city population. Moreover , previous

research-hasjdemonstrated that city-to-suburb'movement has contributed

in large measure to the overall central city loss of whites (Taeuber

and Taeuber, 1964; Tarver,,'1969; Farley, 1976b).

7The thifty-,cifie SMSAs studied are a subsei the si4ty-five largest

SMSAs in 1970 which had a mononucular city and which were not excluded
. .

according to the following criteria: (1) where large- proportions of

the male labor force are in the armed forces (Washington,. DC-Md-Va;

San Diego, CalW San Antonio,sTexas; Honolulu, Hawaii); (2) where

41
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sufficient:4. migration or independent variable information was unavailable

Flk; Salt Lake City, Utah); and (3) where extensive boundary

changes took place between '1965 and 70 (Jacksonville; Fla). Although

we refer`to the white population throughout the text, our data.actually,

pertain to the nonblack population which for most metropolitan areas-

closely approximates the white population.

It should also b.noted that movement streams using these data are

'based pn individuals' actual location of residence in 1970 and reported,

placo of residence in 1965: multiple moves, return moves and misreported

places of 1965 residence are not taken into account.

8
In regressing the natural log of the suburban propensity rate an SP)

on the 1965 suburb/SMSA population ratio, we obtained a standardized
/ f

regression coeffici Of .745, indicating the strength of this relationship.

9In preliminary analyses.we included the city racial segregation

index (as recoiled in Sirensen et al.; 105) in addition to percent city

black. Since the former measure did not significantly affect the dependent

variables,pf interest, it was deleted for reasons of parsit ny.

dThe period from 1968 to 72 was chosen as the basis for thedummy

variable since reliable school segregation data
.

became available in 1968,

and the 1968 to 72 peri6d has be4n focused upon in previous research

(Farley and Taedber, 1974). It was assumed that suburbanward movement

was made'in anticipation of widespread schOol desegregation based on

previou ly-announced.plans. The author is grateful to Karl and Alma Taeuber

riafor king available the indices which were use&in'computing this dummy

variable.

42
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1

,11
A description of these data appear in Spilepan (1970. The

'author is grateful to Seymour.SpilermanIfor making the data available

for this analysis.

12
It has been demonstrated that ratios of per pupil

,
education expenditures are generally lower than suburb/city rOlos of't'

per capita education expenditures. Although neither measure provides'an

ideal comparison of educational quality in the suburbs versus the city,

the farmer tends to overstate, city school-eXpenditures since a smaller

proportion of the city's total population attends public schools (due

to private school attendance and the city age distribution), and a
ha

'4idproportionate amount of city expenditures goes into vocational pro-

grams and special education for disadvantaged students (Pettengill and

Uppal,'1974)-.

-13
Gibbs and Erickson (1976) suggest that the conventional city crime

4,*

rate might be misl4adingly large since the denoenator (city population)

.does not include potential noncity victims or offenders:- We would argue,

. .

however, that the conventional rate more accurately refl the percotion

of crime foryity residents and therefore remains a useful measure for

:purposes of this study.

,
14

Critics may take us to tae for basing causal factors on 1970

measures while using than to explain variations in the 1965 to 70 dove=

ment patterns. Although this practice introduces a potential simultaneity

bias into our findings, we are bound by the constraints of available data.

Censuslatifor.metropolitan population and housing characteristics ate
,,,

. . , .

'collected atfen year intervals and'only the 970 characteristics are

3
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consistent with city and suburb boundaries td which the mobility data

pertain. This consideration.elso applies to the fiscal variables -that.

are used. Since oux objective in this study is directed toward assessing

the relative effects of each causal factor 911 mobility levels rather

than,toward estimating precise relationships, the bias introduced by

timing.discrepancies is not likely to affect findings'significantly.

However to the extent it exists, the simultaneity bias would operate to

overestimate'the effects of.BLK, EDX, TAX, and-PSD.

15
We might note here, that there are4no clear cut expectations

regarding the importance of black city compos4ion.in the explanation

of Southern white flight. Findings from the Taeubers' (1965) study on

postwar' neighborhood transition in the South suggest a minimal effect.

Unlike neighborhood transition in the North where black expansion took

place within'previously white neighborhoods, racial compositional change

in Southern neighborhoods was due largely to the differential construction

of new dwellings built expressly for whites or blacks. This predominant

pattern resulted in part from the existence of scattered,black enclaves

\_
established during the formative stages of Southern city grow th,,and in

part because large-portions of unused land-were available within city

boundaries during the period. These patterns indicate that postwar

suburbanizatioin the South was not linked to a neighborhood racial-

succession process within the city.

metropolitan areas displayed levels

Northern cities in earlier decades.

During the 1960's,,ohowever, Southern

1
of suburbanization experienced by

47-4-'
It is conceivable therefore that

recent black net-migration increases in Southern cities May have exerted

some pressure toward higher levels of out - movement among.central city whites:

4.4
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l)

1 6Using the sample of thirty-nine SMS s we regressed suburban

propensity on!the most important explanatory a tors shown in Figure 1,

in addition to the interaction of Southern Region x Percdnt City Black.

Our findings yielded thefollowing standardizedregression coefficients:
0

In SP',= + .475 SRG .346' SxB + .306 BLK

+ .169 DST + .306 EDX - .290 TAX + .666 PSC

; + .335 CMT. + .321 CTA '\

where: SRG - Southern Region
SxB - Interaction of SRG and BLK
CTA - City Age
(Other abbreviations are defined in the text.)

It is apparent t114t.the effect of percent city black on suburban pro-

pengity operates primarily in nonSouthern cities.

4

A

°
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